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YOUR PRIMARY SPARKETYPE

THE SCIENTIST

Your Primary Sparketype reveals the essential nature or "driver" of the work you're here to do

(whether it's the work you get paid to do, or not). When you do the work of your Primary Sparketype,

you come alive with purpose and, fully-expressed in a healthy way, deepen into meaning, �ow,

connection and joy.

As a Scientist, burning questions, problems and puzzles are your call. You are driven by, and �nd a

deep sense of purpose in the pursuit of an answer to a burning question, or the solution to a

signi�cant problem. You are the puzzle-master, it's all about �guring the thing out. Everywhere you

look, you see questions in need of answers, problems in need of better solutions and quandaries in

need of bigger, better ideas.
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When there is no obvious or blatant question, problem or puzzle to pursue, you go in search of one.

Along the way, you may also seek and acquire knowledge and mastery, you may make things that

aid you in your quest, but those are more a "means" to an "answering the burning question" end for

you. Not infrequently, the minute you know what you need to know to �gure out the problem or

puzzle, you shift away from knowledge-acquisition and making, and pour yourself back into

problem-solving mode. Your fullest expression and deepest satisfaction comes from knowing you've

found the ultimate answer to the question, solution to the problem or pathway through the puzzle.

In the end, the solutions and answers you discover may be valuable to others. Latch onto a complex

problem where a novel solution cures a societal disease or �xes a widespread problem that saves

time, money or e�ort and the �nancial and impact implications may be huge. That is something you

enjoy. It is a beautiful potential "by-product" that also is essential if you want to turn your Scientist

wiring into your living. But, when you're really being honest, it's not the essential reason you do it.

The fact that the output of your Scientist e�ort has value to others is more a measuring stick of the

depth of your abilities as a Scientist than a true expression of your reason for being.

YOUR SHADOW SPARKETYPE

THE MAVEN

Remember, your Primary Sparketype (above) represents the essential nature of the work you're here

to do. Your core driver of purpose, passion, expression and �ow in work and life. Your Shadow

Sparketype, on the other hand, is also a big part of you. Some may feel its call nearly as strongly.

Your Shadow Sparketype most often reveals the work that you may well enjoy and have developed

a high level of skill around, BUT it is also largely taken up in service of doing the work of your

Primary Sparketype better.
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Your Shadow Sparketype is The Maven, which means you latch onto a topic, �eld or industry and

devour everything you can know about it. Staying "surface level" just isn't an option for you. It's no

fun. You are driven to learn, to discover, to ferret out information, wisdom and knowledge. But, for

you, when you're really being honest, that drive is almost always in service of doing the work of your

Primary Sparketype at the higher possible level. It's more a means than an end.

If you're interested, you can see a much fuller description of your Shadow Sparketype, along with a

ton more highly-detailed information tailored to your unique Sparketype in the Sparketype Mastery

Guide (more below).

THIS IS AMAZING! NOW WHAT?

It's one thing to “know” your Sparketype, and another to live it...

Yes, it is amazing to uncover the fundamental DNA that drives your reason-for-being, the work

you’re here to do. But, to make a genuine, lasting and meaningful di�erence in your living and life,

you’ve got to go deeper into the heart of your Sparketype BEFORE you can begin the process of

building something incredible around it.

Question is, how?

We’ve created something that will empower you to do just that...
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Your custom Sparketype Mastery Guide will take you inside your unique Sparketype and:

Reveal things about who you really are that have remained hidden

Expand your understanding of your unique Primary and Shadow Sparketypes

Uncover what fuels meaning, purpose, expression and �ow for you

Reveal what empties you

Identify the “stuck-points,” traps and delusions that come with your Sparketype pro�le and how

to avoid them, and

Show you how best to realign what you do with who you are to live and work from a place that

�lls you with purpose, meaning, fully-expressed potential and �ow. To build not just a living, but a

life.

Your Sparketype Mastery Guide is a custom deep-dive into your Purpose and Possibility DNA!
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This site uses cookies to better understand our visitors and create the best experience possible. Learn more

in our Privacy Policy (https://www.goodlifeproject.com/privacy-policy/)
Okay, thanks

TELL ME MORE

(HTTPS://WWW.GOODLIFEPROJECT.COM/YOUR

SPARKETYPE-

GUIDE-SPECIAL-E)

© 2019 Good Life Project. All Rights reserved. Assessment Data and Results Our assessment is designed to identify traits, habits

& preferences and not medical or mental conditions. This assessment should not be used for the purposes of hiring or �ring in

violation of the ADA or rules, policies or �ndings of the EEOC (as well as state variations thereof.) In this regard, you agree to

protect, defend, indemnify and hold us harmless against any and all claims relating to the use of our assessment and this site in

violation of any applicable law, rule or regulation. By using our assessment tool, you acknowledge and agree that the content

provided by you as well as the conclusions and assessment derived therefrom may be used by us for research, innovation, case

studies, and commercial purposes (such as in speeches, articles, books, etc.) at our discretion. Your assessment data may be

aggregated for research and comparison purposes and is governed by our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Your name and

personal information will never be included in these materials. Your use of the information contained herein is at your own risk.

The content is provided 'as is' and without warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied. company disclaims all warranties,

including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability, �tness for a particular purpose, title, or non-infringement.

We do not promise or guarantee any particular result from your use of our assessment. We assumes no liability or responsibility for

errors or omissions in the information contained herein.
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